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Abstract: Phase change material (PCM) water tanks have a major influence on the efficiency improve-
ment of solar energy systems. This article discusses the effects of PCM under various inlets in a tank
based on related research. So as to research the performance of the water storage tank, this paper built
a set of water tank experimental systems using sodium acetate trihydrate. The thermal characteristics
of two different water tanks were analyzed at 2, 6 and 10 L/min when the inlet temperature was
20 ◦C and the initial high temperature was 80 ◦C. The test results indicate that adding PCMs helps
to provide an extra 1.4% of stored heat, prolong the hot water outlet time, and has a better thermal
stratification, compared with ordinary water tanks. However, PCMs do not give off heat quickly
at high flow rates. Besides the exergy efficiency (EE) gradually decreasing, the MIX number first
decreases and then increases; the fill efficiency (FE) has the opposite trend with the flow increasing.
FE has a max of 0.905 at 6 L/min.

Keywords: water storage tank; PCM; thermal stratification

1. Introduction

Phase change technology plays a significant role in heating storage which aims to
improve the efficiency of renewable energy systems. Increasing heat storage capacity has
great significance for most systems. Thermal stratification of phase change storage tanks
plays an important role in improving the heat storage properties of solar heating systems
and water tanks. In recent year, heat storage technology has become one of hot issue
of concern for global experts and scholars [1–3]. Several studies have been performed
on enhancing heat storage energy and the other properties of water tanks [4–6]. Hua
et al. [7] designed a set of PCM water storage tank systems with uniform orifice plates.
As the outlet flow was 3.3 L/min, the composite water tank with 60 PCM balls produced
10 L more hot water above 333.15 ◦C than the pure water tank. Zhou et al. [8] tested the
response characteristics of hot water charging and the discharging of the water tank with
PCMs on the side wall. It was shown that, compared with the traditional structure water
tank, this new water tank could decrease the outlet temperature from 67 ◦C to 40 ◦C and
extend this procedure for 10 h. Based on experiments, Brumleve et al. [9] demonstrated
the possibility of using natural thermocline to allow high- and low-temperature water
discrimination in the water tank. Frazzica et al. [10] studied variation laws of PCMs
on domestic water heating systems which contained hydrated salt mixtures. Research
has shown that when adding 1.3 dm3 PCMs into the storage tank, it could store 10%
more energy. Ramana et al. [11] concluded that increasing the weight of the PCMs led to
effectively improving stratification in the tank. In this case, the efficiency of solar collectors
and heat storage systems had a substantial increase. Moreover, another improvement
method is also proposed that lowers the mass flow. Through experimental verification
and simulation software analysis, among them, the heat storage capacity of spherical
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capsules has become a hot research topic recently. The dynamic properties of a latent heat
thermal energy storage system packaged by spherical capsules, which were encapsulated by
sodium nitrate from both experimental and numerical simulation aspects, were analyzed
under high temperature conditions by Bellan [12]. The Stefan number is a significant
dimensionless number to discuss the influence of sensible heat. Moreover, when the
coefficient of the thermal conductivity of the package reduces, the influence of the package
thickness increases. Kumar et al. [13] investigated the variation mechanism of a water tank
containing a PCM while the heat storage process happened. In comparison to the water
tank without PCMs, the heat retaining capacity of the PCM water tank increased first and
then decreased along with the inlet temperature increasing. While the inlet temperature
was 70 ◦C, the maximum temperature increased to about 1.3 %. Panchabikesan et al. [14]
created new experimental models. A cylindrical tank is filled with spherical encapsulated
PCMs and a nozzle is installed before water flows into the tank. For the proposed hybrid
cooling system, the heat storage duration is reduced by 28.7% as the velocity of the inlet
was 2 m/s, while it is reduced by 34.8% with the inlet velocity of 1.5 m/s. Koca et al. [15]
applied CaCl2·H2O in a solar collector, analyzed the PCMs that had a positive influence
on the heat storage from energy and exergy. The net energy efficiency arrived at 45% and
the minimum average exergy efficiency was 2.2% and the capacity was superior to the
common water tank. An certainamount of work has been devoted to modularizing phase
change heat storage, namely PCMs which were are designed in various shapes. Some
results have been tested and have verified that PCMs’ modularization would significantly
increase the energy density of the water tank by two to three times [16,17]. Furthermore,
different types of materials have different thermal storage effects. Paraffin as a common
organic heat storage material possess a good heat storage capacity. In Navarro’s research,
by laying PCMs balls composed of a paraffin mixture and polyethylene on the top of
the tank, the heat release time for the tank was evidently prolonged. To reduce PCMs’
leakage in experiment, carrying out at least 25 thermal cycles was necessary [18]. Because
of the smaller occupied area of PCM heat exchangers, Prieto et al. [19] experimentally
verified the energy characteristics of three micro-cogeneration systems which used PCM
heat exchangers and were suitable for 450 square meters of office space. In this paper, by
analyzing the dynamic characteristics, palmitic acid and RT60 paraffin presented their heat
thermal storage effect, such that palmitic acid had more energy storage per unit volume,
and could meet the heat needs of the system with fewer storage units. In addition, Najafian
et al. [20] added PCMs to a standard domestic hot water tank. The experiments proved the
hot water outlet time, the quantity and diameter of the balls encapsulated in the PCM, and
the vertical location of the phase change material balls had a close correlation. Furthermore,
latent heat storage was more beneficial to store heat than sensible thermal storage. The
additional PCMs in the hot water system could greatly alleviate the power consumption
during peak periods. Other parameters, such as inlet flow, the aspect ratio of the PCM
water tank, and the inlet water temperature, also have a certain influence on the thermal
stratification characteristics [21,22]. Aspect ratio as an important parameter was studied in
Afshan’s research. Putting PCM balls in an experimental tank whose aspect ratio is 1:1 could
help to stratify temperature zones. Moreover, as the value of the aspect ratio increases, the
stratification number increases as well as the energy density [23]. An increased temperature
leads to more pronounced thermal stratification. Phase change materials as a medium
could transfer a great deal of latent heat during the phase transition process. Therefore, the
PCMs had a high energy density and remained in a narrow temperature fluctuation during
the process of phase transformation. Hot water was available for longer periods of time as
the PCMs were used in water tanks [24–27]. Apart from experiments, numerical simulation
is also a significant research technique to study temperature distribution in PCM water
tanks. Bony and Citherlet [16] set up a numerical model to study a water tank which was
easy to change and deform the heat storage modules and the different kinds of materials.
When theoretically analyzing the heat storage effect of materials, the enthalpy approach
using paper considered hysteresis and supercooling. Berkel [28] found in his research that
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the temperature in the tank undergoes a brief thermocline process during water injection.
Through changing the inlet and outlet structure, there is a suitable structure that can make
thermoclinic performance best. Likewise, other scholars have discussed different tank
structures in numerical simulation methods [29–31].

Regarding the above literature review, the features of thermal stratification in PCM wa-
ter tanks should be investigated deeply. Thus, the objectives of this paper are to investigate
the temperature and energy change process of each layer in a water tank whose volume
is 60 L and which include phase change balls, especially in releasing heat. The change
principle of inlet flow on the thermal stratification characteristics is compared; moreover,
the thermal stratification characteristics are evaluated by dimensionless parameters such as
mixing number, filling efficiency (FE), and exergy efficiency (EE).

2. Experimental System and Uncertainty Analysis
2.1. Apparatus Introduction

The discharging process inside the high-temperature tank was displayed on an energy
storage heating system. The main components in the experimental apparatus were the
water delivery piping, a cylindrical PCM hot water tank, a water recovery system, and an
outer circulation water system, as shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Example of the experimental device.

Before the test began, in the first place, municipal water, which is driven by the variable
frequency water pump, fills the constant temperature tank (120 L) and the test tank and
maintains the initial temperature (20 ◦C) through an intrinsic circulation water system.
Secondly, the electric heating rod whose rated power is 1.5 KW can play the role of solar
energy and heat the cold water to 80 ◦C. After the experiment started, municipal water
flows into the water tank. Then, it passes through the flow equalizer which is composed of
large, medium, and small cavities to the equalize water. The municipal water enters the
radial holes of the small cavity and then flows into the medium cavity. What is more, the
cold water changes the flow direction and outflows from bottom holes of the large cavity.
Finally, the liquid level rises steadily. The cold water exchanges the heat with the PCM
balls and the initial hot flow. The water pump is turned on and the temperature in the tank
is controlled at 80 ± 0.3 ◦C, with the high temperature flow being exported from the top of
the tank. The workflow conditions become 2, 6, and 10 L/min. When the inlet temperature
is approximately equal to the outlet temperature, the system is shut down and the data
collection is stopped.
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For the purpose of minimizing heat leakage from the tank body and the surrounding
water pipes, heat insulation cotton (thermal conductivity of 0.024 W/(m·K)) is applied
for heat insulation protection and 43 phase change heat storage balls (each volume is
3 × 10−3 m3) are placed on the shelf. The device installation and geometric dimensions
inside the tank are shown in Figure 3b.
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Figure 3. The structure of the hot water storage tank with PCMs.

Sodium acetate trihydrate (SAT) as one potential storage chemical compound absorbed
a lot of heat energy in the experiment. The measurement results with differential scanning
calorimeter (DSC) showed that pure SAT would occur as supercooling and in phase sepa-
ration which has an effect on the energy transfer efficiency of the phase change material
when arriving at the phase transition temperature range of 58~62 ◦C. For improving the
shortcomings of pure SAT, in this experiment, disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahy-
drate reduced supercooling by accelerating the crystallization rate, gelatin could inhibit
phase separation, and the mixture was stirred and mixed by a constant temperature heating
bath. The thermophysical properties of the PCMs that were measured by the DCS and the
thermal constant analyzer are displayed in Table 1. Since the sodium acetate trihydrate
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mixture is placed in the water tank for a long time, the oxidation–reduction reaction occurs.
PCMs need to be encapsulated in a 40 mm-diameter PVC sphere with a thermal resistance
of 0.005 (m2·K)/W and a 1 mm wall thickness. as shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of the phase change heat storage sphere.

Thermophysical Property Unite Value

Latent heat kJ·kg−1 250
Specific heat capacity kJ·(kg K)−1 2.719
Thermal conductivity W·(m·K)−1 0.8

Density kg·m−3 1520
Phase transition temperature ◦C 58/62

Latent heat kJ·kg−1 250
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The experimental measurement equipment used in this experiment are as follows: a
vortex flowmeter (model Krohne OPTIFLUX 5300, measurement accuracy of ±0.15%, flow
display range is 1 L/min–12 L/min), a data collector (model Agilent 34970A), and PT100
platinum resistance (measurement accuracy of ±0.5 ◦C). The whole system includes 16 PT100
platinum resistance. Among them, there are 14 platinum resistors in the water tank, labeled
respectively as 2–15. In addition, each platinum resistor represents a temperature measuring
point position, namely measuring points 2–15. Measuring point 1 is arranged on the water
tank inlet pipe and measuring point 16 is arranged on the water tank outlet pipe, so their
temperatures could be measured respectively. The geometric dimensions of the fourteen
platinum resistors in the hot water tank which are in a uniform vertical arrangement are
shown in Figure 3b. Agilent 34970A as a temperature acquisition instrument connects the
computer and the 16 platinum resistance thermometers. At the same time, Agilent 34970A
receives the voltage signal of the flowmeter for collection. The computer data acquisition
software can acquire the temperature data, and the acquisition interval is 5 s.

For the purpose of verifying the profit by adding the PCM of the heat storage capacity
in the tank, there is a need to run a set of tests with no PCMs in the experimental rig. In
this experiment, only the hot water storage tank needs to be filled up, and there is no need
to place PCMs.

2.2. Uncertainty Analysis

When measuring the temperature and flow in the experiments, due to the inaccuracy
of the measurement tools, there are errors in the test results. Therefore, the standard error
is specified as the criterion for judging the experimental uncertainty. The uncertainty
(expressed as σ) in the tests is given by:

σ =

√
∑
(
Xi − X

)2

n
(1)
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where Xi is the i-th experiment value and X is the arithmetic mean of the experiment values.

3. Thermal Properties
3.1. Dimensionless Time

According to the experimental design, there is a large difference between each inlet
flow. This means that there are different water volumes at different inlet flows at the same
time. To facilitate comparing the stratification features in the tank under different flows,
dimensionless time τ can be used as a complex index measure of the water storage time
which can be computed by comparing the water inlet time (t) to complete a replacement of
the whole tank water under the current flow time (T):

τ =
t
T

(2)

3.2. Water Tank Capacity

The amount of energy that the water tank can store is an intuitive standard which can
reflect the thermal performance of the PCM. The initial temperature of the water is set to
20 ◦C, and then it is heated to 80 ◦C. The water tank’s accumulated energy is calculated in
ordinary working conditions and working conditions containing PCMs.

While calculating the cumulative energy in the ordinary tank, its expression is as follows:

Qw = Cp · ρw · VT · (Thot − Tcold) (3)

When calculating the cumulative energy in the PCMs tank, its expression is as follows:

QPCM = CP · ρw · (VT − VP) · (Thot − Tcold) + Vp · ρPCM · [Cpl · (Thot − Tl) + L + Cps · (Ts − Tcold)] (4)

Compared with Equation (3), the cumulative energy contains energy that is absorbed
by water from 20 ◦C to 80 ◦C. On the other hand, Equation (4) also involves the sensible
heat and latent heat of the PCM balls.

3.3. Fill Efficiency

In previous studies in the authors’ laboratory, it was found that the inlet water tem-
perature was not only an influencing factor for the stratified properties of water tanks, but
also for the the initial water temperature, the inlet flow. Accordingly, for the purpose of
intuitively expressing the stratified characteristics of the water tank, FE is proposed as a
characteristic parameter [32].

The water tank begins to pass through a certain time t from the moment of entering
the water, and the energy of the effluent is

Qexp =

t∫
0

.
m · ρw · CP · (Texp − Tin)dt (5)

Similar to Equation (5), a perfectly stratified tank stockpiles energy, which could be
expressed by Equation (6).

Qstr =

t∫
0

.
m · ρw · CP · (Thot − Tin)dt (6)

The FE is:

ξ =
Qexp

Qstr
(7)

where Qexp means energy stored in the experimental water tank (J) and Qstr means the
energy stored in the ideal stratified water tank (J).
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As a thermal stratification index, FE indicates the degree of thermal distribution. When
the FE value is 0, it represents water that has been fully mixed in the experimental tank;
when the filling efficiency is 1, it represents the perfect stratified water tank. That means
with the value of FE increasing, the more available energy the tank can store and the greater
the thermal efficiency.

3.4. MIX

Based on the weighted calculation of vertical location, Davidson et al. [33] proposed the
MIX number to measure the mutual immersion degree between high- and low-temperature
water quantitatively.

In Equations (8)–(11), the heat loss coefficient through thermocline is not included.
During calculations, the experimental tank momentum (Mexp) is determined in the follow-
ing two theoretical cases: the first case is perfect stratification, represented by Mstr, and the
second case is full mixing represented by Mm.

MIX =
Mstr − Mexp

Mstr − Mm
(8)

Ei = ρ · Vi · CP · Ti (9)

Mexp =
n

∑
i=1

yi · Ei (10)

Eexp =
n

∑
i=1

Ei (11)

where
Estratified = Eexp (12)

Estratified = Vhot · ρ · CP · Thot + Vcold · ρ · CP · Tcold (13)

VT = Vhot + Vcold (14)

The volume of hot and cold water can be determined according to Equations (12)–(14).
Thot and Tcold could be tested in the experiement.

Vh = π · D2

4
· (H − ys) (15)

According to Vh and Vc and the thermocline location, the perfect stratified tank
momentum is:

Ms =
n

∑
i=1

Es,i · yi (16)

The variation range of MIX is 0–1, wherein MIX = 0 represents perfect stratification of
the tank, and MIX = 1 represents the tank fully mixing.

3.5. Exergy Efficiency

Njoku et al. [34] analyzed numerical, experimental, and theoretical results during
charging process in a water tank. They thought that exergy efficiency could be a standard-
ized to estimate the useful energy, so that a computing method could be proposed. The
equations are represented as:

ξ = E −
n

∑
i=1

Cp · mi · Tin · ln
(

Ti
Tin

)
(17)

E =
n

∑
i=1

Cp · mi · (Ti − Tin) (18)
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The EE could be written in the form:

ξ∗ =
ξe

ξs
(19)

4. Experimental Result Analysis
4.1. Temperature

Figure 5 shows the variations in the temperature measuring points 1, 3, 5, 8, and 15
with dimensionless time in the PCM water tank under several inlet flow conditions. For
comparison, the measured data of the water tank without a PCM are also shown.
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Figure 5 illustrates that the temperature of the five measuring points of the water
tank will experience a sharp temperature drop after maintaining the initial temperature
for some hours, then gradually approach the inlet temperature. The inflection point
indicates that municipal water starts to blend with 80 ◦C hot water in the experimental
tank. Figure 5a–e shows that municipal water evenly mixed upward with the original
water layer-by-layer in the tank under the effect of a flow equalizer. The replacement
process ends until the high temperature water in the whole tank is also cooled. The
variation trend of each layer’s temperature with dimensionless time in the PCMs tank is
basically the same as that in the ordinary water tank. Point three tests the temperature layer
where the PCM balls are located. As the inlet flow arrives at 6 L/min, the temperature
inflection points in the ordinary operating condition and the operating condition that had
SAT are at the dimensionless times of 0.8 and 0.85, respectively. During this process, phase
change material balls can provide their own latent heat to display a reheat effect on the
temperature stratification, which can delay the temperature inflection point. While the
inlet flow increases up to 10 L/min, the measure to increase the SAT balls does not play
the expected reheating effect, but the temperature decreases rapidly. This is because high
flow strengthens the disturbance between hot and cold water, and the original thermal
stratification is destroyed. Apart from this, a large quantity of municipal water rapidly
absorbs lots of energy evidently, thus reducing the volume of hot water and the thickness
of the thermocline is further increased.

Points 8 and 15 are far away from the heat storage layer and are below the PCMs, so
that the PCMs have an extremely weak reheat effect. For point 15, dimensionless time can
only be delayed by 0.002 as the inlet flow equals 2 L/min. At this time, the region affected
by the inlet water flow is much greater than the impact of the PCMs, and the temperature
curve is basically coincident.

Figure 6 depicts the effect of phase change materials on outlet temperature, except
for the analysis on the measuring points in the tanks from Figure 5. Because measuring
point 1 reflects the water discharge temperature of tank, the area of the high-temperature
zone (red zone) has a large proportion. However, it would necessarily dissipate the heat to
the environment, and that is why the temperature drop zones (blue or green zone) appear
when the dimensionless time lengthens enough, whereas the ordinary tank has more of the
blue area. In contrast, while dimensionless time is before 0.8, the outlet temperature in the
PCMs tank is basically maintained at about 78 ◦C. As the inlet velocity declines, the outlet
temperatures are inferior to the other flows. This is because the experiment takes longer
at low velocity, and installation of insulation materials cannot prevent thermal exchange
between the experimental apparatus and outside circumstances. Seen from Figure 6, when
the water tank does not contain SAT, the outlet temperature of the water tank begins to
drop after the dimensionless time of 0.6, and the inflection point temperature of the SAT
tanks happens at 0.8–0.9. Compared with Figure 5, the PCM placed close to the water outlet
helps to keep the water warm. As time goes by, the PCMs did not release a large quantity
of heat and gradually did not have a reheating effect when passing through cold water. The
volume of high-temperature water at the upper layer of the tank is small, the cold water
rises rapidly, and the outlet water temperature drops rapidly. The maximum experimental
standard error is 5.24, and the experimental data are reliable.

4.2. Filling Efficiencye

As Figure 7 presents, the FE in the phase change material tank and the common tank
has a similar development trend over dimensionless time. While the inlet flow increased
from 2 to 6 L/min, the FE increased, but while the inlet flow continued to increase, the
FE decreased. When the flow rate was small, the municipal water did not submerge into
the hot water violently, the water output of high-temperature water was relatively large,
and the PCM storage ball fully released heat, thus increasing the FE. When cold water
entered the tanks at lower flow, the FE in the operating condition containing PCMs became
superior to the ordinary conditions. The case that had the flow rate arriving at 6 L/min
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had same the trend. As the flow rate was raised ulteriorly to 10 L/min, the impact for
municipal water on the high-temperature water continued to increase. Simultaneously, the
hot water was violently disturbed by the cold water, and the thickness of the thermocline
increased, resulting in a decrease in FE. When the flow rate became 2 L/min, in the
operating conditions containing PCMs and in the ordinary conditions, the FE values were
0.771 and 0.719, respectively. As the flow rate went up to 6 L/min, the filling efficiency was
increased separately to 905 and 0.793. At the time that the inlet flow arrived at 10 L/min,
the filling efficiency of the PCM storage tank dropped sharply to 0.593, which was greatly
reduced, and the ordinary water tank was reduced to 0.769, which was less reduced. From
the above descriptions, it could be inferred that the pure water had a higher specific heat
capacity than the PCM balls under constant pressure, and it occupied a certain volume
in the tank. Cold water which had an increasing velocity quickly replaced the hot water,
and the PCM balls did not release enough latent heat. This prevented the PCMs balls from
transferring a large amount of heat to the cold fluid immediately, which intensified the
degree of municipal water soaking into the hot water, resulting in a decrease in the FE.
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4.3. MIX Number

Figure 8 displays the MIX variation curves under several flow rates. The change
trend in the MIX value in the different water tanks during the exothermic process was
similar. The mixing changes inside the water tank can be divided into three stages. As
the dimensionless time came closer to 0.1, the MIX curves fell sharply. Then the slopes
of the curves were gentle. Finally, the MIX went up rapidly again. By analyzing the
curve trends, the PCMs storage tank and the common storage tank had a similar thermal
stratification change. While the exothermic process began, immersion of low-temperature
water disrupted the energy balance at the bottom of the water tank. Meanwhile, the high-
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density, low-temperature water dropped under gravity, while the high-temperature water
floated upward under buoyancy, eventually causing thermal stratification. Therefore, the
value of MIX decreased. With the increase in dimensionless time, the high-temperature
water lost its energy and cooled down to the same temperature as the low-temperature
water. That marked water temperature uniformity gradually became high. That also caused
the thermal stratification to weaken, thus the MIX became larger.
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The PCM tank had a MIX value that was lower than the other tanks with an inlet
flow of 6 L/min, and the performance of the stratification was better than that of the other
tanks. The inhibition effect and heat exchange of PCMs weakened the interference of
the low-temperature water in phase change material tank to hot water; it also increased
the temperature of the cold water. In summary, the thermal stratification of water tanks
with PCMs was improved. However, the high-temperature water in the tank was rapidly
replaced as the flow rate increased; the phase change material balls did prevent the release
of latent heat in time, resulting in a further increase in cold and hot water mixing. Therefore,
the ordinary tanks had better thermal stratification than the tanks containing PCMs.

4.4. Exergy Efficiency

EE variation in respect to dimensionless time is shown in Figure 9. When the maximum
flow was less than or equal to 6 L/min, the increase in the PCMs contributed to the EE
variation. When the dimensionless time was zero, the EE in all of the tanks approximately
equaled one. This indicated that the tank was filled with high-temperature water whose
temperature was uniform at the beginning. The EE decreased gradually with the increase
in dimensionless time after heat release. Under the flow condition of 6 L/min, the EE of the
PCMs tank was 0.253 higher than the common tank, while the EE for the ordinary tank was
only 0.373, at dimensionless time 0.95. The EE of the tank containing PCMs was always
lower than that of the other water tanks during the exothermic process, while the flow rate
was at 10 L/min. In addition, when the dimensionless time was between 0 and 0.95, the
difference increased gradually, and when the dimensionless time was between 0.95 and 1,
the difference decreased gradually.
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5. Conclusions

Multiple sets of experiments were conducted on a PCM test rig under the given
working conditions. This article discusses the advantages of phase change materials from
temperature, FE, EF, and MIX number. The following conclusions are drawn:

1. A new water inlet structure was designed, which reduces the water inlet speed,
weakens the mutual immersion of high- and low-temperature water, and improves
the heat stratification efficiency of the water storage tank. As the flow rates were less
than or equal to 6 L/min, the PCMs provided additional heat to and reheat of the
water temperature layer, which effectively ameliorated the stratification of the tanks.
When the water flow increased to 10 L/min, the PCM balls were unable to release
latent heat in time, and stratification effect was poor.

2. The filling efficiency as a new performance assessment criterion of tanks was defined.
This value is colligated with the influence of the initial temperature of the storage tank,
the intake temperature, the exit temperature, and the inlet flow on the performance.
This is a relatively comprehensive measurement parameter. The FE of the tank
containing PCM whose thermal stratification effect was better than the other tanks in
the tests would reach 0.905 with a 6 L/min flow inlet.

3. The studied provided research of the influencing mechanisms of SAT heat storage
followed by an emphasis on thermal stratification in tanks. The test results showed
that the temperature change trend in each layer of the water tank was similar when
the dimensionless time kept increasing. The higher the flow rate, the earlier the
inflection points appears and the worse the stratification effect. In the meantime, the
EE gradually decreased, and the FE increased first and then decreased. When the
dimensionless time was 0.95, its EE was about 1.404 times that of the ordinary tank
with the same flow rate.
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Nomenclature

τ Dimensionless time
t Water inlet time of the tank(s)
θ Time to completely replace the whole box of water at the current flow
Qw Energy of ordinary hot water storage tank (J)
CP Constant pressure specific heat capacity of the water (J/(kg·K))
ρw Density of the water (kg/m)
VT Volume of the water tank (m)
Thot Temperature of the hot water (K)
Tcold Temperature of the cold water (K)
QPCM Energy of the PCM water tank (J)
VP Volume of the PCM storage ball (m3)
ρPCM Density of the PCM storage ball (kg /m3)
Cpl Liquid specific heat capacity of the PCM (J/(kg·K))
Tl Liquid temperature of PCM (K)
L Latent heat of the PCM (J/kg)
Cps Solid specific heat capacity of the PCM (J/(kg·K))
Ts Solid state temperature of the PCM (K)
MIX MIX number
Me Momentum of the experimental water tank (J·m)
Ms Momentum of the perfectly stratified tank (J·m)
Vi Volume of water tank layer i (m3)
yi Vertical distance from the center of gravity of the first floor of the tank to the bottom of the tank (m)
Ei Energy of layer i of the water tank (J)
Ee Energy of the experimental water tank (J)
Es Energy of the perfectly stratified water tank (J)
Vh Perfectly stratified tank’s hot water volume (m3)
Vc Perfectly stratified tank’s cold water volume (m3)
D Diameter of the water tank (m)
H Height of the water tank (m)
ys Vertical distance from the thermocline center to the tank bottom (m)
Es,i Energy of layer I of the perfectly stratified water tank (J)
mi Quality of water tank layer I (kg)
Ti Temperature of water tank layer I (K)
Te Water tank outlet temperature (K)
Tin Water tank inlet temperature (K)
ξe Exergy value of the experimental water tank (J)
ξs Exergy value of the perfectly stratified water tank (J)
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